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Abstract:
Prenent we are having virtual technologies
these are failure on quality of services.The
development  of IPTV service delivery
through cloud services  is of temporary
interest in many applications such as
failure finding iptv services. However,
achieving similar advantages with period
of time services are often a challenge. For
construct the problem as an optimization
formulation that uses a generic cost
function. The concept of cloud streaming
targets at providing the video over the
cloud as a service, so that end users can
satisfy their varieties of streaming
demands as long as it can access to
Internet.Users of different terminal can
obtain the same high quality of service,
with no special software or hardware
required to enable streaming
media.Internet content roviders can stream
their videos to end users, by replying on
public cloud streaming platform, instead of
building their own streaming media
server.ICPs then can share the cost and
become rather scalable in serving users.
Keywords: Cloud computing, IPTV, Live
TV, Video-on-Demand, optimization,
earliest deadline first, server capacity
region.
I Introduction:
In 2005, ForceTech first developed the
P2P VOD system in China;In
2007,ForceTech was the first to launch
IPTV Streaming platform, and integrated
with several main STB chips in China.In
2008,ForceTech began to develop 3G
mobile streaming system in funded project
with China Mobile.In 2009,ForceTech
proposed “cloud streaming” Forcetech
start improving its 3-screen video
conference system, targeting at providing a
video software solution for the national
“network convergence” policy. This is
particularly evident with Instant Channel
Change (ICC) requests in IPTV.  IPTV
describes as multimedia services such as
television/video/audio/text/graphics/data
delivered over IP based networks managed
to provide the required level of quality of
service and experience, security,
interactivity and reliability.  The playout
buffer is stuffed quickly, and so keeps
switching latency little. Once the playout
buffer is stuffed up to the playout purpose,
the set top box activity back to receiving
the multicast stream. Our Aim is in this
paper is to take advantage of the distinct
workloads of the various IPTV services to
higher utilize the deployed servers. It
offers opportunities for the service
provider to deliver the VoD content in
anticipation and potentially out of order,
taking advantage of the buffering available
at the receivers .
II. Related Work
A number of factors may impact the
bandwidth multiplier of a peer swarm. All
peers freely compete for cloud bandwidth
benefits those aggressive or selfish peer
swarms.Proportional-allocate algorithm
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Allocates more cloud bandwidth to bigger
swarm. This case study is a short extract from
a keynote address given to the Doctoral
Symposium at Middleware 2009by Lucy
Cherkasova of HP Research Labs Palo
Alto.The full keynote is on the course
materials pageThe keynote focus is
performance modellingIdeal assumption:
demand of cloud bandwidth only depends
on swarm scale. With the typical ICC
implemented on current IPTV systems, the
content is delivered at an accelerated rate
using a unicast stream from the server [6],
[7].
There have been multiple efforts in the
past to analytically estimate the resource
requirements for serving arriving requests
which have a delay constraint. These have
been studied especially in the context of
voice, including delivering VoIP packets,
and have generally assumed the arrival
process is Poisson [8]. For a concave
minimizationwith linear constraints, the
solution is one of the corner points of the
polytope formed by the linear constraints
[9], [10].
III Our Contribution:
proposed the PDP model for ensuring
possession of files on un-trusted storages
and provided an RSA-based scheme for a
static case that achieves the
communication cost. They also proposed a
publicly verifiable version, which allows
anyone, not just the owner, to challenge
the server for data possession. They
proposed a lightweight PDP scheme based
on cryptographic hash function and
symmetric key encryption, but the servers
can deceive the owners by using previous
metadata or responses due to the lack of
randomness in the challenges. Our goal in
this paper is to take advantage of the
difference in workloads of the different
IPTV services to better utilize the
deployed servers. For example, while ICC
workload is very bursty with a large peak
to average ratio, VoD has a relatively
steady load and imposes “not so stringent”
delay bounds.
Isolation for both security and resource
allocation needs to be proven in real-world
scenarios.A political consensus is needed
between all divisions in the company to
allow use of VNs for experimentation on
production infrastructure.The “real-world
data” requirement of VNs used for
experimentation conflicts with the
isolation requirements of the remaining
network.How OPEX would be affected by
running several concurrent VNs with
different technologies is a question
mark.How a new successful networking
technology would be integrated to the VN
system is an open issue.Coordinated
control of IT and network resources
(which can now be viewed as a single
collection of virtualized, dynamically
provisioned resources) Value for
Operators:Providing options for VNOs to
offer customized cloud networking
solutions for individual customers or
customer segmentsProviding premium
distribution of content from origin servers
and/or replication servers to the relevant
ISPs.
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FIG:Basic architecture
In this paper, we consider two potential
strategies for serving VoD requests. The
first strategy is a postponementbased
strategy. In this strategy, we assume that
each chunk for VoD has a deadline
seconds after the request for that chunk.
This would let the user play the content up
to seconds after the request. The second
strategy is an advancement based strategy.
In this strategy, we assume that requests
for all chunks in the VoD content are made
when the user requests the content. Since
all chunks are requested at the start, the
deadline for each chunk is different with
the first chunk having deadline of zero, the
second chunk having deadline of one and
so on. With this request pattern, the server
can potentially deliver huge amount of
content for the user in the same time
instant
violating downlink bandwidth constraint
B. Modules
1) Optimization Framework
2) Impact of Cost Functions on Server
Requirements
3) Linear Cost Function
IV Conclusion:
We presented the construction of an
efficient PDP scheme for distributed cloud
storage. Based on homomorphism
verifiable response and hash index
hierarchy, we have proposed a cooperative
PDP scheme to support dynamic
scalability on multiple storage servers. We
also showed that our scheme provided all
security properties required by zero
knowledge interactive proof system, so
that it can resist various attacks even if it is
deployed as a public audit service in
clouds. Furthermore, we optimized the
probabilistic query and periodic
verification to improve the audit
performance. Our experiments clearly
demonstrated that our approaches only
introduce a small amount of computation
and communication overheads. Therefore,
our solution can be treated as a new
candidate for data integrity verification in
outsourcing data storage systems.
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